Your lab report must include the following sections:

1. Purpose
   • Why were we performing this activity? What were we supposed to learn?
   • Should be in past tense
   • One sentence

2. Materials
   • What did you use?
   • Bulleted list

3. Methods
   • What did you do? Step by step description of your actions to obtain the results
   • One paragraph for each part of the experiment
   • Should be in past tense (E.g. Two tablespoons of baking soda was added to a 500 mL beaker instead of “add two tablespoons of baking soda to the 500 mL beaker”)

4. Observations
   • Describe, in detail, what you observed
   • One paragraph for each part of the experiment

5. Discussion
   • Include answers to discussion questions on lab sheet
     ○ Should be incorporated into a paragraph. Please do not write out each question and then answer them individually.
   • Any other thoughts you may have based on the activity
     ○ Discuss multiple, personally chosen, discussion topics
     ○ Should relate the experiment to life outside the classroom

The whole report should be written without using “I” or “We”

Your lab report is due at the beginning of class Monday, April 11th.